Upgrade from UG-25+ P0/P1 to Next Generation P3

The UG-25+ P3 is a fully-compatible replacement product for all previous P0/P1 versions, which were phased out of production on April 1, 2012. We recommend that customers upgrade their UG-25+ P0/P1 versions to the new P3 version at the next service overhaul to gain the benefits of the improved P3 design. Customers are also offered an option to get their P0/P1 versions serviced and repaired. These upgrade and repair programs are offered through Woodward Certified Overhaul Partners. After this first update, the UG-25+ P3 governor can be serviced at any Woodward Authorized Independent Service Facility (AISF) around the world.

Certified Overhaul Partners

North America
Governor Control Systems Inc. (GCS)
Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA. Phone: +1 954-462-7404 Email: woodward@govconsys.com

Drake Controls West LLC
Buena Park, CA, USA. Phone: +1 909-599-9000 Email: sales@drakecontrols.com

South America
DLC Diesel Line Cambui Ltd
Campinas, SP, Brazil. Phone: +55 (19) 9291-722 Email: comercialcampinas@dldiesel.com.br

Europe, Africa, Middle East
Turner Engine Controls BV
Hoofddorp, The Netherlands. Phone: +31 23 566 2300 Email: diesel.support@turner-ecs.com

Southern Europe, Africa
MAS S.A
Piraeus, Greece. Phone: +30 (210) 4001657 Email: info@mas.gr

Far East, Australia, India
PM Control Systems Pte Ltd
Singapore. Phone: +65 6779-2822 Email: sales@pmcontrol.com.sg

Japan
Woods Corp.
Kobe, Japan. Phone: +81 (78) 928-8321 Email: service@woods-corp.co.jp

Korea
Jewon Engineering Co. Ltd
Busan, Korea. Phone: +82 (51) 264-1377 Email: jewoneng@jewoneng.com

China
Dalian COSCO Rikky Ocean Engineering Co. Ltd
Dalian, China. Phone: +86 (513) 83519795 Email: rikkyocean@cosco-shipyard.com